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In the present work, we have used density functional theory (DFT) and DFT+U to investigate the crystal
structure and phase stability of four model compounds in the Ln2O3-UO2-UO3 ternary oxide system:
La2UO6, Ce2UO6, LaUO4, CeUO4, due to the highly-correlated nature of the f-electrons in uranium. We
have considered both hypothetical ordered compounds and compounds in which the cations randomly
occupy atomic sites in a fluorite-like lattice. We determined that ordered compounds are stable and
are energetically favored compared to disordered configurations, though the ordering tendencies are
weak. To model and analyze the structures of these complex oxides, we have used supercells based on
a layered atomic model. In the layer model, the supercell is composed of alternating planes of anions
and cations. We have considered two different ordering motifs for the cations, namely single species
(isoatomic) cation layers versus mixed species cation layers. Energy differences between various ordered
cationic arrangements were found to be small. This may have implications regarding radiation stability,
since cationic arrangements should be able to change under irradiation with little cost in energy.

� 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

During service in a light-water reactor, the chemistry of ura-
nium dioxide (UO2) fuel evolves to higher oxidation states of ura-
nium with burn-up [1]. In addition, fission products, including
rare earth elements, are simultaneously incorporated into the fuel
matrix. At high burn-ups, this chemical evolution results in, among
other things, the formation of complex (multi-component) oxides.
Many of these oxides are encompassed within the ternary oxide
system, Ln2O3-UO2-UO3 (where Ln stand for a Lanthanide species).
Fig. 1 shows the ternary phase space for oxide compounds consist-
ing of mixtures Ln2O3, UO2 and UO3. In this diagram, we have high-
lighted a particular compositional tie-line (shown in red) wherein
the compositions maintain a 1:2 cation-to-anion stoichiometric
ratio. Above this line, compounds are oxygen deficient and are
characterized by the presence of large concentrations of oxygen
vacancies. Below the red tie-line, compounds are oxygen rich,
which leads to the presence of large interstitial oxygen atom con-
centrations. All Ln2O3-UO2-UO3 compounds of interest in this work
possess compositions that lie on the red tie line in Fig. 1. Also, all of
the atomic structures we consider are based on the fluorite (CaF2)
crystal structure.

Past studies of fuel composition evolution have been mainly
devoted to the UO2-UO3 tie line in Fig. 1, such that the oxidation
state of U and the UO2+x stoichiometry are the main considerations
[2–4]. Among the complex oxides incorporating Ln species, the
Ce2O3-UO2-UO3 system has received the most interest, since Ce is
used as a surrogate for Pu in the study of mixed oxide (MOX) fuels.
High temperature ternary phase stability diagrams for Ce-U-O
have been developed by Lorenzelli and Touzelin [5] and Markin
et al. [6]. In addition, neutron powder diffraction characterization
studies were performed on Ce-U-O for a range of compositions
by Murray et al. [7]. Experimental studies on La2O3-UO2-UO3 oxi-
des were performed in the seventies by Diehl et al. using high tem-
perature X-ray diffraction [8], and Weitzel and Keller [9] using
neutron diffraction. More recently, Rojas et al. [10,11] and Herrero
et al. [12] synthesized a range of La-U-O compounds and character-
ized them using X-ray diffraction and transmission electron
microscopy.

Computationally, density functional theory (DFT) studies of U
compounds prove to be difficult due to the localized nature of
the f-electrons, and the presence of local minima and metastable
states [13]. In any case, there are numerous theoretical studies of
uranium-bearing complex oxides published in the literature, such
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Fig. 1. UO2-UO3-Ln2O3 ternary compositional space encompassing both real and hypothetical nLn2O3�(1 � n)UOx ormLnO1.5�(1 �m)UOx compounds (Ln = lanthanide species).
The red tie line indicates where compounds with an oxygen-to-metal ratio O/M = 2/1 are located. Below this tie line are oxygen-rich compounds; above the line, compounds
are oxygen deficient. Also shown are the compositional positions of two hypothetical compounds of interest in this study: LnUO4 and Ln2UO6.
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as calculations of the electronic structure of Uranium-
Americium complex oxides using DFT by Suzuki et al. [14]. Another
important study related to the work presented here involves
molecular dynamics and DFT simulations of solid solutions of
Ce2O3-UO2-UO3 by Hanken et al. [15,16], to establish the energetics
of cation mixing.

In this work we have used DFT to investigate the structure of
four particular uranium lanthanide oxide compounds: La2UO6,
Ce2UO6, LaUO4, and CeUO4. We have used a layered model to
examine different cation ordering arrangements. Due to the highly
correlated nature of the f-electrons in uranium, we have employed
the DFT+U methodology for our calculations.

2. Methods

2.1. Geometrical models

To assist our selection of possible ordered cation arrangements,
we used a layered atom description of our complex oxide struc-
tures, by analogy to a layer model first developed by Iida [17]. Iida
introduced a graphical crystal structure description in which he
divided the structure into parallel triangular nets of atoms (hex-
anets) and subnets that contain atomic arrangements related to
the hexanet. Sickafus [18] expanded these concepts to include
complex oxides with structures related to fluorite (CaF2). Fig. 2
shows a comparison between the fluorite structure in its cubic unit
cell definition (Fig. 2a) and in the layered model representation
(Fig. 2b and c). In this approach, we consider layers of pseudo-
closed-packed cations surrounded by layers of anions with the
same close-packed structures. Each atomic layer consists of a per-
fect hexanet of atoms (Fig. 2b). These fluorite-like structures can be
considered as stacks of atomic layers, with individual blocks in the
stack represented by an oxygen (O) – metal (M) – oxygen (O) motif
(Fig. 2c).

We consider first an ideal fluorite consisting of only one cation,
say an M4+ cation, such that the compound stoichiometry is given
by MO2. For this MO2 fluorite compound, we define a hexagonal
supercell as an alternative to the conventional cubic unit cell
shown in Fig. 2a. For an ideal MO2 fluorite, the base of this hexag-
onal supercell is the prism highlighted in yellow in Fig. 2b. Hereto-
fore, we will refer to such two-dimensional prisms within a
hexanet atomic array as ‘‘hexcells.” The hexagonal supercell then
consists of a 12-layer stacking of hexcells along a �3 crystal axis
of the structure. These 12 layers consist of three metal (M) planes,
six oxygen (O) planes and three empty planes. The arrangement of
these layers is shown in Fig. 2c. The resulting hexagonal supercell
consists of three MO2 formula units. There is also a registry shift
between adjacent layers in the hexagonal supercell that repeats
in a regular ABCABC. . . pattern (see Appendix A).

In our calculations we used a primitive rhombohedral supercell,
related to the hexagonal supercell, but with one-third the volume
of the hexagonal cell. The primitive rhombohedral supercell
reduces the computational time required for the ab initio calcula-
tions. We consider here two model representations of ordered
atomic structures: (i) the first model consists of alternating single
species (‘‘isoatomic” or ‘‘pure”) cation layers; (ii) the second model
is characterized by two species (‘‘mixed”) cation layers, with
ordered atomic patterns within the layers. Fig. 3 illustrates the dif-
ference between our pure and mixed layer models. Fig. 3a shows
an inclined projection of layer stacking based on the pure layered
atom model. Fig. 3b shows an inclined projection of layer stacking
in a mixed layer atom model, where both cation species occupy
sites in the same plane. Fig. 3c shows a single mixed cation plane
from Fig. 3b in ‘‘plan-view”. The specific configuration shown in
Fig. 3c corresponds to an Ln2UO6-type compound. All of the cation
planes in the mixed layer model for the Ln2UO6 structure possess
the same atom pattern as shown in Fig. 3c. The highlighted hexcell
in Fig. 3c indicates the fundamental repeat unit of the atom pat-
tern. Notice that there are 3 atoms per hexcell for this compound,
compared to 1 atom per hexcell for ideal MO2 fluorite (Fig. 2b).

It should be noted here that for any particular Ln-U-O com-
pound of interest, the volume of the hexagonal supercell and the



Fig. 2. (a) Schematic drawing of the cubic unit cell of a fluorite crystal structure with ideal stoichiometry, MO2. Cations (M) are represented in green and anions (O for oxygen)
in red. (b) A hexanet of M cations for an ideal MO2 fluorite (hexanets occur in layers perpendicular to the h111i type cube axes, i.e. 3 axes in a fluorite). The prism highlighted
in yellow is a hexcell representing the base of the hexagonal supercell used in the layered atommodel description of an ideal MO2 fluourite. (c) An edge-on schematic diagram
showing the layer stacking motifs along axes the 3 axes in an ideal, MO2 fluorite. M represent a pure cation layer; O a pure anion layer.

Fig. 3. (a) Inclined view of oxygen-metal-oxygen (O-M-O) blocks in the ‘‘pure” cation layer model for Ln2UO6. The Ln cations are shown in blue, U cations in green, and O
anions in red. (b) Inclined view of O-M-O blocks in the ‘‘mixed” cation layer model for Ln2UO6. (c) Plan-view of one cation layer in the mixed cation layer model for Ln2UO6.
The black lines are the traces of the hexagonal supercells through the plane of cations. The drawing shows a 6 � 6 hexagonal supercell array. The prism highlighted in yellow
represents one hexcell, the dimensions of which represent the base of the corresponding hexagonal supercell used in the layered atom description of this compound.
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number of formula units per supercell (denoted Z), may not be the
same as for the ideal, MO2 fluorite. As mentioned above, the hexcell
defining the area of the base of the hexagonal supercell may be lar-
ger than in MO2. Also, the number of layers along the c-axis may
not always be 12, as described for ideal MO2 above. For example,
the ordered-pure cation layer model associated with LnUO4 com-
pounds requires a 24 layer stacking sequence along the z direction
(i.e., the crystallographic c-axis), in order to obtain a complete
repeat of the atomic structure (this is due to a combination of layer
chemistry and ABCABC registry shift between layers).

2.2. Computational details

For our DFT calculations, we employed the generalized gradient
approximation (GGA) exchange correlation functional due to Per
dew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) [19], and the PBE version revised for
solids [20] in their standard and ‘‘soft” versions. The uranium 6s2

6p6 5f3 6d1 7s2, the lanthanum 5s2 5p6 5d1 6s2, the cerium 5s2

5p6 4f1 5d1 6s2, and the oxygen 2s2 2p4 electrons are treated as
valance electrons. The electron–ion interaction is described by
the projector augmented wave method (PAW) [21], and the plane
wave basis energy cutoff was set to 500 eV. The Vienna ab initio
package VASP [22,23] was employed to perform the simulations.
We used a 4 � 4 � 4 k-point sampling grid. To account for the
strongly-correlated f-electrons we employed the DFT+U approach
on uranium atoms in the rotationally invariant Dudarev formula-
tion [24] with parameters for U and J of 4.5 and 0.51 eV, respec-
tively. The latter parameters were originally derived by Dudarev
[25], based on experimental measurements, and have since been
widely applied to uranium-based compounds [26–29]. To simulate
the in-plane cation disorder (heretofore, referred to as our ‘‘disor-
dered” model) we employed a 4 � 4 � 1 supercell, wherein we dis-
tributed the cations randomly. The structures were fully relaxed
with no symmetry constraints until the magnitude of the forces
was below 10�2 eV/Å or until the internal energy was at least con-
verged to 10�5 eV.
3. Results

Fig. 4 shows a calculated energy comparison, based on DFT sim-
ulations, between three different models for cation arrangements
in the compound, La2UO6: (i) an ordered model with mixed cation
layers; (ii) an ordered model with pure (isoatomic) cation layers;



Fig. 4. Structure stability of La2UO6, based on (a) standard DFT and (b) DFT+U calculations, for four different pseudopotentials: (i) PBE; (ii) PBE for solids; (iii) a ‘‘soft” version
of PBE and (iv) a ‘‘soft” version of PBE for solids.
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and (iii) a disordered model with random arrangements of La and U
in the cation layers. We used both standard DFT (Fig. 4a) and DFT
+U (Fig. 4b) to assess structural stability. In doing so, we employed
four different pseudopotentials: (i) PBE; (ii) PBE for solids [20]; (iii)
a ‘‘soft” version of PBE; and (iv) a ‘‘soft” version of PBE for solids. It
should be noted that we chose La2UO6 for this pseudopotential
comparison because the cations in this compound (La3+ and U6+)
contain closed shell electronic configurations.

Fig. 4a and b shows that the different flavors of pseudopoten-
tials produce the same hierarchy of energies for the various struc-
tural models, though there are significant differences in the
magnitudes of the energies between the different pseudopoten-
Fig. 5. Phase stability results for (a) La2UO6, (b) Ce2UO6, (c) LaUO4, and (d) CeUO4 using D
pseudopotential was used for all calculations.
tials. Using standard DFT (Fig. 4a), the hierarchy of structures (from
lowest to highest energy) is ordered-mixed layers < ordered-pure
layers < disordered layers. DFT+U (Fig. 4b) finds a different hierar-
chy: ordered-pure layers < ordered-mixed layers < disordered
layers.

Because the hierarchy of the calculated energies is the same
within a given simulation methodology (namely, DFT or DFT+U),
we decided to use PBE exclusively for the remainder of the calcu-
lations performed in this study (primarily because PBE is the most
widely employed of the pseudopotentials in the literature).

Fig. 5 shows computational results obtained using DFT/PBE and
DFT+U/PBE for the energies of different lanthanide uranium
FT and DFT+U for the different proposed ordered and disordered structures. The PBE



Table 3
Volume per atom, Xa, for the lowest energy ordered (O) structure, the disordered (D)
structure, and the percent change in atomic volume between the O and D structures
for each compound investigated in this study.

Xa – ordered
(Å3/atom)

Xa – disordered
(Å3/atom)

DXa/Xa � 100
(O? D) (%)

DFT DFT+U DFT DFT+U DFT DFT+U

La2UO6 13.768 14.710 14.095 14.362 �2.377 2.361
Ce2UO6 13.511 13.770 13.455 13.757 0.415 0.093
LaUO4 14.009 14.322 15.224 15.356 �8.672 �7.223
CeUO4 13.459 13.882 13.461 13.882 �0.019 �0.002
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oxides: (a) La2UO6, (b) Ce2UO6, (c) LaUO4, and (d) CeUO4. In Fig. 5,
two trends are noteworthy. First, in all compounds DFT produces
substantially lower energies than DFT+U. This is to be expected
from the incorporation of the correction term of the DFT+U
approach. Second, our simulations indicate that in all compounds,
an ordered cation structure is preferred compared to a disordered
arrangement of cations. For instance, for LaUO4 (Fig. 5c) and CeUO4

(Fig. 5d), both standard DFT and DFT+U find that an ordered-pure
layer structure is preferred over either an ordered-mixed layer
cation configuration or a disordered cation arrangement. In the
case of La2UO6 (Fig. 5a), DFT and DFT+U results indicate that order-
ing, be it mixed cation layers or pure cation layers, is preferred over
disordering. However, they do not agree on the specific ordered
arrangement with the lowest energy. DFT predicts an ordered-
mixed layer structure, while DFT+U indicates the ordered-pure
layer structure is preferred. However, the energy differences
between the ordered phases (in both DFT and DFT+U calculations)
are too small to establish a definitive preference. Finally, for Ce2-
UO6 (Fig. 5d) both DFT and DFT+U predict that the ordered-
mixed layer structure is the lowest energy option among the vari-
ous structural models. However, DFT and DFT+U are not in agree-
ment as to the next most favorable structure. DFT suggests that the
ordered-pure layer structure is more favorable than the disordered
structure, and vice versa for DFT+U.

Table 1 summarizes the quantitative differences in energy
between the preferred ordered structure for each of the compounds
considered in this study, versus the corresponding disordered
structure. The energy difference between the ordered (O) and dis-
ordered (D) structure is a measure of the ordering tendency for each
particular compound. The results indicate that in all cases an
ordered structure is preferred, but the energy differences between
the structures are small.

Table 2 shows the lattice constants for the hexagonal unit cell of
the lowest energy structures for both DFT and DFT+U for each of
the compounds studied in this work. The c/a ratio has been
obtained and compared with the ideal c/a ratio. For the division
by 3rds 12-layer unit cell used in the Ln2UO6 compounds, the ideal
c/a ratio is 1.414, and for the division by 4ths 24-layer unit cell
used in the LnUO4 compounds, it is 2.449. In general, the deviation
from ideality is greater for lanthanum-based compounds, since the
lanthanum ion is larger than the cerium ion. The only exception to
this trend occurs for the DFT+U Ln2UO6, where La2UO6 possesses
the pure cation layered structure, while Ce2UO6 the mixed cation
layered structure (i.e., for lowest energy structures).
Table 1
Energy difference DE between the preferred ordered (O) structure versus the
corresponding disordered (D) structure for each of the compounds investigated in
this study.

DE (eV/atom)

DFT DFT+U

La2UO6 �0.0198 �0.0398
Ce2UO6 �0.0781 �0.0285
LaUO4 �0.0292 �0.0325
CeUO4 �0.0153 �0.0065

Table 2
Lattice parameters for the lowest energy structures for each of the Ln-U-O compounds for

Lattice constant DFT

a (Å) c (Å) c/a D

La2UO6 6.804 9.992 1.469 0.
Ce2UO6 6.650 9.514 1.431 0.
LaUO4 7.854 19.454 2.477 0.
CeUO4 7.724 18.878 2.444 �
Table 3 shows the volume per atom, Xa, for the lowest energy
ordered configuration for each compound considered in this study.
Also shown in Table 3 are calculated results for Xa in the disor-
dered structure for each compound, as well as the change in atomic
volume, DXa, upon an O? D transformation. For comparison, lit-
erature values for experimentally measured atomic volumes asso-
ciated with the parent (end-member) compounds are as follows:
13.624 Å3 for UO2 (fluorite structure) [30]; 18.0625 Å3 for d-UO3

(ReO3 structure) [31]; 16.482 Å3 for La2O3 (A-type La2O3 structure)
[32]; 17.216 Å3 for Ce2O3 (bixbyite structure) [33] and 13.204 Å3

for CeO2 (fluorite structure) [34]. The Xa values shown in Table 3
are closest to those of fluorite-type structures listed above.
4. Discussion

Our calculations indicate that all compounds prefer ordered (O)
structures over disordered (D) structures. However, we predict that
O? D transformation energies and volume changes are small. This
implies that the Ln-U-O compounds we have investigated may be
readily thermally disordered, or disordered by other energetic
influences such as radiation damage. Small O? D energy and vol-
ume changes also may be indicators for high radiation tolerance
(less stored energy between atomic configurations). Our calcula-
tions suggest that different atomic configurations are characterized
by shallow minima in the energy landscape. If the energy barriers
between these minima are also small, this implies that point
defects may anneal at low temperatures.

We also find it interesting to consider in more detail the atomic
dilations predicted by our first principles calculations. Atomic dila-
tions lead to structural deviations of our Ln-U-O compounds com-
pared to the ideal geometry of a cubic, MO2 fluorite (Fig. 2a). Some
of these dilations can be understood in the context of standard
crystal chemistry concepts such as ion size, valence and coordina-
tion. To illustrate this, we consider the 1st and 2nd nearest neigh-
bor environments of a central U cation in the four Ln-U-O
compounds considered in this study.

Regarding 1st nearest neighbors, Fig. 2a illustrates that in an
ideal fluorite, a central M cation is surrounded by eight 1st nearest
neighbor O anions in a regular, simple cubic geometry. The ideal
MO bond distance for these 1st nearest neighbor anions in fluorite
is

ffiffiffi
3

p
a=4, where a is the cubic lattice parameter. Alternatively, the

ideal MO distance in fluorite is related to the interatomic spacing,
DFT and DFT+U.

DFT+U

c/a a (Å) c (Å) c/a Dc/a

054 6.924 9.563 1.381 �0.033
016 6.722 9.525 1.417 0.003
027 7.945 19.583 2.465 0.015
0.005 7.768 19.080 2.456 0.007



Table 4
The eight 1st nearest neighbor UO bond distances in the
lowest energy ordered structures for La2UO6 and Ce2UO6.

UO distance (Å)

La2UO6 Ce2UO6

2.185 2.382
2.185 2.375
2.185 2.385
2.185 2.382
2.262 2.386
2.262 2.375
2.492 2.378
2.492 2.378
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d, in the pseudo-close-packed cation (or anion) hexanets (Fig. 2b),
according to the relationship, MO ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

3=8
p

d, where d ¼ a=
ffiffiffi
2

p
.

However, in our Ln-U-O complex oxides, the MO bond length
becomes degenerate (the \OMO bond angle also becomes degen-
erate). Table 4 shows the MO degeneracy for the lowest energy
ordered structures for La2UO6 and Ce2UO6, as presented in the pre-
vious section. In both La2UO6 and Ce2UO6, the bond length degen-
eracy leads to MO bonds that are both shorter and longer than in
ideal fluorite. The deviations from ideality (i.e., differences
between the minimum and maximum MO bonds lengths in the
two compounds) are much larger for La2UO6 (�12%) compared to
Ce2UO6 (�0.5%). This discrepancy between La and Ce may be due
to reduction-oxidation (redox) effects. Specifically, we anticipate
a large valence disparity between La and U in La2UO6, with La
adopting its only known oxidation state, namely La3+, leaving U
to assume a formal valence of U6+. This formal valence disparity
leads to a small U6+ cation which, by Pauling’s first rule for coordi-
nation chemistry [35], desires a ‘‘small cage” of 1st nearest neigh-
bor O2� anions surrounding the highly-charged, U6+ cation. In
accordance with this rule, our calculations indicate that for the
lowest-energy structure for La2UO6, trends towards a 6-fold dis-
torted octahedral 1st nearest neighbor anion coordination geome-
try, rather than the 8-fold cubic geometry found in ideal fluorite.
Fig. 6. Ellingham diagram comparing equilibrium oxygen potential differences for re
hyperstoichiometric UO2+x and hypostoichiometric CeO2�x are represented with dashe
resulting from variations in phase stability in the Ce-O binary. The diagram was compute
for Ce-O; and the SGTE database [41] for La-O. The purple dotted line represents a hypot
from Shin and Besmann [42]. The Ellingham diagram labels indicate the reactant and prod
were performed for 1 mol of O2 in each reaction.
The story for Ce cations in Ce2UO6 is quite different compared to
La. Ce readily assumes two distinct formal cationic valences,
namely 3+ and 4+ (depending on the partial pressure of O2). Ther-
modynamic data [36] indicate that over a very wide range of tem-
peratures and partial pressures of O2, Ce2O3 serves as a reducing
agent for UO3, such that U6+ cations in UO3 are reduced to a lower
valence, while Ce itself is oxidized from the 3+ towards the 4+ oxi-
dation state (i.e., Ce2O3 transitions towards CeO2�x), This redox
effect is illustrated in the calculated ‘‘Ellingham” type diagram
shown in Fig. 6. This redox reaction trend implies that both Ce
and U in Ce2UO6 assume more similar valence states during com-
pound formation (perhaps close to 4+). This, in turn, implies that
the cationic radii of Ce and U in Ce2UO6 are more similar than
are La and U in La2UO6, because their valences are more similar
(closer to 4+/4+ compared to 3+/6+). Thus, the dilations away from
the ideal fluorite 8-fold simple cubic anion coordination polyhedra
in Ce2UO6 are less pronounced than in La2UO6. To summarize: U4+

in Ce2UO6 is content in pseudo-8-fold coordination, whereas U6+ in
La2UO6 is not (U6+ preferring a smaller coordination polyhedron,
such as a distorted octahedron). We have estimated the difference
in valence states by performing bond-valence sums, proposed by
Altermatt and Brown [37] and Brown and Altermatt [38]. The
cation valence difference that we calculate for La and U cations is
1.64 electron charge units, compared to a much smaller calculated
cation difference for Ce and U of 0.86 electron charge units. This is
consistent with our anticipation of a larger valence disparity for La-
U vs. Ce-U, based on our calculated bond length dilatations, which
are much larger for La-U than for Ce-U.

It is also important to note that Hanken et al. [15] performed
similar DFT simulations to ours in CexU1�xO2 compounds, including
both the Ce2UO6, and CeUO4 stoichiometries reported here. In Ce2-
UO6, and CeUO4, Hanken et al. found very similar average cation-
anion bond distances compared to our results. Specifically, they
reported average MO distances of 2.39 Å, compared to our average
of 2.38 Å (this is the case for their ‘‘ideal charge state” (ICS) model
calculations). In addition, Hanken et al. considered two cation
ordering models equivalent to our pure layer models (namely their
‘‘CdI2” and ‘‘CuPt” FCC prototypes described in their report).
actions in the U-O, La-O, and Ce-O systems. The compositional dependency of
d and dashed-dot lines, respectively. The blue arrows indicate changes in slope
d using the CALPHAD models from Guéneau et al. [39] for U-O; Zinkevich et al. [40]
hetical reaction; the fictive fluorite structure ‘‘LaO2” compound Gibbs energy comes
uct species though the O2 reactant in each reaction is not included. The calculations



Table 5
Average 2nd nearest neighbor distances, UU and LnU, in the Ln2UO6 compounds
investigated in this study.

Ordered-pure layers Ordered-mixed layers

UU (Å) LnU (Å) UU (Å) LnU (Å)

La2UO6 3.998 3.967 4.037 3.947
Ce2UO6 3.888 3.890 3.892 3.887
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Next, we consider the 2nd nearest neighbors in our Ln-U-O
complex oxide structures. Fig. 2a shows that the 2nd nearest
neighbors to the central cation in an ideal MO2 fluorite are cations,
which occur in regular, cuboctahedral geometry. There are 12 of
these 2nd nearest neighbor M cations surrounding the central M
cation in the cubic unit cell. The lengths of these MM 2nd nearest
neighbor bonds in ideal fluorite are given by d ¼ a=

ffiffiffi
2

p
, where a

and d are defined as before. As with the previous discussion, the
MM bond lengths in our Ln-U-O complex oxides become degener-
ate. However, the bond length dilations and the distortions to the
cuboctahedral coordination can be partially rationalized in terms
of simple crystal chemistry principles.

Fig. 7 shows the 2nd nearest neighbor cuboctahedron coordina-
tion polyhedron for a central U cation in the La2UO6 and Ce2UO6

compounds, for the pure cation layer model (Fig. 7a), and for the
mixed cation layer model (Fig. 7b). In the pure layer model, there
are 6 U atoms and 6 Ln atoms surrounding the central U cation.
These atoms are arranged in layers within the cuboctahedron,
the 6 U atoms occupying the equatorial plane of the coordination
polyhedron, while 3 Ln atoms are located above and 3 Ln below
this layer of U atoms. Since the U cations are more highly charged
than the Ln cations (especially for La versus U), electrostatic repul-
sion principles suggest that we should expect the U cations in the
equatorial plane to dilate outwards, away from the central U
cation, more so than the less charged Ln cations above and below
this plane. The net effect should be a distorted, ellipsoidal 12-fold
coordination polyhedron that is expanded around the equatorial
plane, while the poles of the polyhedron should appear more flat-
tened. In terms of bond lengths, our expectation is that the UU
bonds will be longer than the LnU bonds. Similar arguments hold
for the mixed layer model cuboctahedron (Fig. 6b). In this case,
there are only 2 U atoms, arranged on opposite sides of the central
U atom in a linear configuration. For this configuration, the cuboc-
tahedron should again suffer an ellipsoidal distortion, but in this
case, the distortion should be such that the 12-fold coordination
polyhedron is longer along the U-U-U chain of atoms. Once again,
in terms of bond lengths, we expect the UU bonds to be longer than
the LnU bonds. We also performed similar analyses on the LnUO4

compounds (results not shown here).
Table 5 shows the calculated bond lengths for both the pure and

mixed layer models for La2UO6 and Ce2UO6. The distortion effects
are small, irrespective of the particular cation ordering model.
For the La2UO6 compound, the UU bonds are �2% larger than the
LaU bonds in the pure cation layer model, and �1.3% larger in
the mixed cation model. For Ce2UO6 the UU and CeU bond dis-
Fig. 7. (a) 2nd nearest neighbor cation coordination polyhedron in Ln2UO6, based on the
in Ln2UO6, based on the ordered-mixed layer model. In these drawings, U cations are gr
tances are almost the same in magnitude, with only a �0.3% differ-
ence. As it was discussed before, the similar distances may be due
to the similar valence states of U and Ce. The small distortions may
indicate that 2nd nearest neighbors M-M interactions are screened
effectively by the intervening 1st nearest neighbor oxygen anions.
Also, polarization of the O anions may play a role in decreasing the
M-M distortion effects.

5. Conclusions

We have used a layered atom model approach to propose can-
didate ordered structures for the compounds La2UO6, Ce2UO6,
LaUO4, and CeUO4. We then performed first principles calculations
(DFT and DFT+U) to assess the relative structural stabilities of these
model structures. Both standard DFT and DFT+U indicate a lower
energy for an ordered phase in each of these model compounds.
That is to say, for each compound that we investigated, an ordered
structure is energetically preferred compared to a disordered
structure. The energy differences between the different ordered
structures that we considered are too small to reliably discern an
ordered structure preference. For instance for the La2UO6 com-
pound, standard DFT indicates a preference for mixed cation layers,
while the DFT+U method prefers the pure (isoatomic) cation layer
model.

For the Ln-U-O compounds examined in this report, the distor-
tions from ideality in the 1st and 2nd nearest neighbor polyhedra
are in accord with crystal chemistry predictions. In the case of
the Ce-U-O compounds, we found very small 1st nearest neighbor
dilations from ideality (�0.5% variation in CeO bond lengths). This
may indicate that Ce and U possess similar oxidation states in
these compounds. In the La-U-O compounds, the 1st nearest neigh-
bor dilations were more substantial (�12% variation in LaO bond
lengths), suggesting that the La and U oxidation states are more
dissimilar in the La-U-O compounds, compared to Ce and U in
the Ce-U-O compounds. Similar trends were found for the 2nd
nearest neighbor coordination polyhedra. In La2UO6 the UU bonds
is larger than the LaU bonds (by �2%), while in Ce2UO6 the UU
ordered-pure layer model; (b) 2nd nearest neighbor cation coordination polyhedron
een, while Ln cations are blue.
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bonds and the CeU bonds are very close in magnitude. Once gain,
this is likely due to the less charge disparity between Ce and U, ver-
sus La and U.

In the future, we plan to improve our simulation methodology
for the disordered structure calculations, by increasing the system
size and implementing the special quasirandom structures (SQS)
approach [43]. The SQS method has recently been successfully
employed by Wolff-Goodrich et al. [44] to examine random solid
solutions in the La-U-O system.
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Appendix A

This appendix provides the unrelaxed, initial structures used in
the ab initio calculations for each of the Ln-U-O compounds and
each of the ordered cation models investigated in this study. Note
that the crystal structure models shown are all hexagonal super-
cells. The rhombohedral cells actually used in the ab initio calcula-
direction (chex crystallographic axis) of the hexagonal supercell. U cations are green.
ht are subdivided and labeled so that the (unrelaxed) fractional coordinates of the
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tions are the primitive unit cells associated with each of the hexag-
onal supercells shown in this appendix. The volume of each prim-
itive rhombohedral unit cell is 1/3 the volume of the corresponding
hexagonal supercell. Details regarding conversion from the con-
ventional hexagonal cell to the primitive rhombohedral unit cell
can be found in numerous textbooks on crystallography.

The hexagonal supercells described in this appendix include
structures consisting of 12-layer atom stacking sequences and
24-layer atom stacking sequences along the z-direction of the
hexagonal supercell coordinate system. The z-direction is parallel
to the c-axis (or equivalently, the chex-axis) associated with the
hexagonal supercell. In the 12-layer stacking model, the supercell
length c spans the layer stacking diagram from height z = 0/12 to
z = 12/12 (the latter is O/12 repeated). In the 24-layer stacking
model, the supercell length c spans the layer stacking diagram
from height z = 0/24 to z = 24/24 (the latter is O/24 repeated).
Fig. A.2. 12-layer ideal unrelaxed Ln2UO6 ordered-mixed layer stacking model along the z
Ln (Ln = La, Ce) cations are blue. O anions are outlined in red. The hexcells at each z-heig
atoms in the supercell can be readily evaluated by inspection of the diagram.
The cubic fluorite lattice constant, acube, used to determine the
basal hexagonal axis, ahex, was obtained using the expression

acube ¼ 4
ffiffi
3

p
3 rIVO þ hrVIIIM i� �

, where rIVO is the ionic Shannon radius of a
four-fold coordinated oxygen atom and hrVIIIM i is the weighted aver-
age of the Shannon radii of the eight-fold coordinated cations in
any given compound.

The disordered cation layer stacking models discussed in this
report are not shown in this appendix. For the disordered cation
models, the starting structures are the same as the 12-layer atom
stacking models shown in this appendix, except that the Ln and
U cations are randomly mixed on the cation sites shown in the
12-layer structure diagrams. For these disordered structures, the
occupancies of the cation sites are based on the Ln:U stoichiometry
of each compound of interest (2:1 or 1:1 for the compounds con-
sidered in this report).
-direction (chex crystallographic axis) of the hexagonal supercell. U cations are green.
ht are subdivided and labeled so that the (unrelaxed) fractional coordinates of the
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A.1. 12-layer hexagonal supercell description of La2UO6 (all cation
layer models)

Lattice parameters

acube ¼ 5:6127 Å

a ¼ b ¼ ahex ¼
ffiffiffi
3

p acubeffiffiffi
2

p ¼ 6:87412 Å

c ¼ chex ¼ ahex
ffiffiffi
2

p
¼ 9:7215 Å

a ¼ b ¼ 90�; c ¼ 120�

Based on these lattice parameters and given the number of for-
mula units per supercell (Z = 3), the atomic volume of this unre-
laxed structure is given by:

Xa ¼ 14:7345 Å
3
=atom
Fig. A.3. 12-layer ideal unrelaxed LnUO4 ordered-mixed layer stacking model along the z-
Ln (Ln = La, Ce) cations are blue. O anions are outlined in red. The hexcells at each z-heig
atoms in the supercell can be readily evaluated by inspection of the diagram.
A.2. 12-layer hexagonal supercell description of Ce2UO6 (all cation
layer models)

Lattice parameters

acube ¼ 5:5885 Å

a ¼ b ¼ ahex ¼
ffiffiffi
3

p acubeffiffiffi
2

p ¼ 6:8445 Å

c ¼ chex ¼ ahex

ffiffiffi
2

p
¼ 9:6796 Å

a ¼ b ¼ 90�; c ¼ 120�

Based on these lattice parameters and given the number of for-
mula units per supercell (Z = 3), the atomic volume of this unre-
laxed structure is given by:

Xa ¼ 14:5448 Å
3
=atom
direction (chex crystallographic axis) of the hexagonal supercell. U cations are green.
ht are subdivided and labeled so that the (unrelaxed) fractional coordinates of the
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The models in A.1 and A.2 above consist of 3 Ln2UO6 (Ln = La,
Ce) formula units per hexagonal supercell (Z = 3). The unrelaxed
positions of all the atoms in the supercell are shown in the layer
stacking diagram in Fig. A.1 (ordered-pure layer model) and
Fig. A.2 (ordered-mixed layer model). The rhombohedral cells actu-
ally used in the ab initio calculations consist of 1 Ln2UO6 formula
unit per hexagonal supercell (Z = 1).
A.3. 12-layer hexagonal supercell description of LaUO4 (ordered-mixed
and disordered cation layer models)

Lattice parameters

acube ¼ 5:5370 Å

a ¼ b ¼ ahex ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
acube ¼ 7:8306 Å

c ¼ chex ¼ ahex

ffiffiffi
3
2

r
¼ 9:5905 Å

a ¼ b ¼ 90�; c ¼ 120�

Based on these lattice parameters and given the number of for-
mula units per supercell (Z = 3), the atomic volume of this unre-
laxed structure is given by:

Xa ¼ 14:1468 Å
3
=atom
Fig. A.4. 24-layer ideal unrelaxed LnUO4 ordered-mixed layer stacking model along the z-
Ln (Ln = La, Ce) cations are blue. O anions are outlined in red. The hexcells at each z-heig
atoms in the supercell can be readily evaluated by inspection of the diagram.
A.4. 12-layer hexagonal supercell description of CeUO4 (ordered-mixed
and disordered cation layer models)

Lattice parameters

acube ¼ 5:5185 Å

a ¼ b ¼ ahex ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
acube ¼ 7:8043 Å

c ¼ chex ¼ ahex

ffiffiffi
3
2

r
¼ 9:5584 Å

a ¼ b ¼ 90�; c ¼ 120�

Based on these lattice parameters and given the number of for-
mula units per supercell (Z = 3), the atomic volume of this unre-
laxed structure is given by:

Xa ¼ 14:0050 Å
3
=atom

The models in A.3 and A.4 above consist of 6 LnUO4 (Ln = La, Ce)
formula units per hexagonal supercell (Z = 6). The unrelaxed posi-
tions of all the atoms in the supercell are shown in the layer stack-
ing diagram in Fig. A.3. The rhombohedral cell actually used in the
ab initio calculations consists of 2 LnUO4 formula units per hexag-
onal supercell (Z = 2).

We wish to note here that many other ordered-mixed layer
models are possible for the LnUO4 structure, including both
direction (chex crystallographic axis) of the hexagonal supercell. U cations are green.
ht are subdivided and labeled so that the (unrelaxed) fractional coordinates of the
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12-layer and 24-layer periodicities. Due to space limitations, we
present in this report only results obtained on the 12-layer
ordered-mixed model shown in Fig. A.3.

A.5. 24-layer hexagonal supercell description of LaUO4 (ordered-pure
cation layer model)

Lattice parameters

acube ¼ 5:5370 Å

a ¼ b ¼ ahex ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
acube ¼ 7:8306 Å

c ¼ chex ¼ ahex4
ffiffiffi
6

p
¼ 19:183 Å

a ¼ b ¼ 90�; c ¼ 120�

Based on these lattice parameters and given the number of for-
mula units per supercell (Z = 3), the atomic volume of this unre-
laxed structure is given by:

Xa ¼ 14:1468 Å
3
=atom
A.6. 24-layer hexagonal supercell description of CeUO4 (ordered-pure
cation layer model)

Lattice parameters

acube ¼ 5:5185 Å

a ¼ b ¼ ahex ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
acube ¼ 7:8043 Å

c ¼ chex ¼ ahex4
ffiffiffi
6

p
¼ 19:1168 Å

a ¼ b ¼ 90�; c ¼ 120�

Based on these lattice parameters and given the number of for-
mula units per supercell (Z = 3), the atomic volume of this unre-
laxed structure is given by:

Xa ¼ 14:0050 Å
3
=atom

The models in A.5 and A.6 above consist of 12 LnUO4 (Ln = La,
Ce) formula units per hexagonal supercell (Z = 12). The unrelaxed
positions of all the atoms in the supercell are shown in the layer
stacking diagram in Fig. A.4. The rhombohedral cell actually used
in the ab initio calculations consists of 4 LnUO4 formula unit per
hexagonal supercell (Z = 4).
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